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Abstract
Future values of a various processes are neither exactly governed 
by mathematical function nor by probability distribution. The 
medical diagnosis is one of such processes, which is not governed 
by any deterministic process due to highly non linearity caused 
by various affective parameters of symptoms of disease. In such 
processes, the soft computing techniques : Fuzzy time series and 
Artificial neural network be preferred as these use the relation of 
dependency and knowledge by learning process of set of training 
data. The paper presents a method to have short term prediction of 
medical diagnosis system. The study uses artificial neural network 
for application of medical diagnosis. The diagnosis procedure 
usually starts with patient complaints and doctor learns more about 
the patient situation by an interaction based on symptoms of the 
disease. After selecting some symptoms related with disease a data 
set contains the information about the cases and  applied a MLP 
neural network then results have been compared and discussed the  
performance obtained after getting Neural network application. 
Final result predicts the role of effective parameters and symptoms 
selection and the advantages of result obtained after application 
of MLP Network. The predicted values obtained through these 
processes have been compared with the observations and their 
robustness has been examined. 
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I. Introduction
In recent years the need for tools to automatically process and 
manage information for researchers to make use of intelligent 
systems capable to deal with the uncertainty typical to real data. 
Artificial neural network preferred as these use the relation of 
dependency, a generalization of function. The diagnostic power of 
neural networks is needed in many task of everyday life especially 
in medicine human diagnosis abilities are significantly worse than 
neural diagnosis system. Neural Network have played an important 
role in intelligent medical diagnosis. The Artificial Neural Network 
have been trained and tested on different input variables describing 
the patient’s history. A network trained with a moderately high 
artificial mortality rate can improve the sensitivity of the model.    
Artificial Neural Network are currently a “hot” research area 
in medical diagnosis and it is believed that it receive extensive 
application to biomedical system in future. Neural Networks are 
ideal in recognizing diseases using periodic data since there is no 
need to provide a specific algorithm on how identify the disease. 
Artificial Neural Network learn by example so the details of how 
to recognize the disease are not required. What is needed that is 
set of examples that are representative of all the variations of 
disease. The quantity of examples is playing an important role 
for training purpose but examples need to be selected carefully 
for the system is to perform reliability and efficient. Based upon 
the prediction model for the Drug efficiency of Interferon in CHC 
Patients Based on SNP introduced by Engene Lin Dennis Chen, 

Dennis Chen[2004] presents the studies of pharmacogenomics, 
genetic predisposition information, such as single nucleotide 
polymorphisms(SNP) and An Improved Constructive Neural 
Network Ensemble Approach to Medical Diagnoses, introduced 
by Zhenyu Wang,Xin Yao of School of Computer Science, the 
University of Birmingham U.K. presents the study about role of 
Neural Network in intelligent medical diagnoses. Usually Medical 
diagnosis system is used to prevent and diagnose the disease. 
Different types of disease have their physical symptoms. These 
symptoms vary according to the disease we have used a Neural 
Network technique of soft computing as feed forward part of back 
propagation algorithm.
Soft computing techniques are very popular in research on medical 
decision support system. Practical problem that has come to 
providence is that ANN are unstable predictors, small change 
in the training data set may produce very different models and 
consequently different performance on unseen data.
The Diagnosis associated with particular symptom combinations 
or likely treatment outcomes in particular situations. There are 
some classification problems where the learning system learns 
to classify new examples into diagnostic classes or the objective 
may be a regression task where the outcome to be predicted is a 
numeric value rather than a category. The performance of such 
decision support systems depends on many factors applied to 
the medicine.

II. Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks are parallel computational models 
comprised of densely interconnected adaptive processing units. 
These networks are fine-trained parallel implementations of 
nonlinear static or dynamic systems. A very important feature 
of these networks is their adaptive nature, where “learning by 
example” replaces programming in solving problems”. This feature 
makes such computational models very appealing in application 
domains where one has little or incomplete understanding of the 
problem to be solved but where training data is readily available. 
Another key feature is the intrinsic parallel architecture that 
allows for fast computation of solutions when these networks 
are implemented on parallel digital computers or ultimately when 
implemented in customized hardware.
Different types of neural networks have been proposed. Each type 
restricts the kind of connections that are possible. For example 
it may specify that if one neuron is connected to another, then 
the 2nd neuron cannot have another connection towards the first. 
The type of connections possible is generally referred to as the 
architecture of the neural network. 
Neural network is a model of the brain’s cognitive process. Neural 
network originated as a model of how the brain works. Neural 
network research has its beginnings in psychology. Today neural 
network methods are being used to solve numerous problems 
associated with manufacturing operations. 
The implementation of human intelligence has been the subject of 
medical research for a long time. The motivation of this research 
programme is to apply neural networks and their associated 
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analysis techniques to health care, specifically to the management 
of heart patients. ANN of varying complexity and types have been 
used in research diagnosis.

III. Back Propagation Algorithm:
Back Propagation through time is a powerful tool of artificial neural 
network with application to many areas as pattern recognition, 
dynamic modeling and nonlinear systems. Back propagation 
algorithm (BPA) provides an efficient way to calculate the gradient 
of the error function using chain rule of differentiation. The 
error after initial computation in the forward pass is propagated 
backward from the output units, layer by layer. BPA, a generalized 
Delta rule is commonly used algorithm for supervised training of 
multi layer feed forward artificial neural network. 
Back propagation is current the most populated method for 
performing the supervised learning process Let the training set 

be {x(k),yd(k)} N
k 1=  ,Where x(k) is the input pattern vector to 

the network and yd(k) is the desired output vector for the input 
pattern x(k).The output of the jth output unit is denoted by yj, 
connections weights from the ith unit in one layer to the jth unit in 
the layer above are denoted by wij. If m be the no. of output units 
and ydj(k) is the desired output from the jth output unit whose 
actual output in response to the kth input exemplar x(k) is yj, for 
j=1,2,3,……..,m. The sum of squares of the error over all the 
output unit for this kth exemplar by

E(k)=(1/2) ∑
=

m

j 1
 [yj(k)-ydj(k)]2

Error E(k) is affected by the output from unit j at the output 
layer
The net input to output layer is of the form

Sj=  ∑
i

iy )1(
 wij-θj

Where isyi
)1(  is the output from the ith    unit in the first layer below 

the output layer, wij is connection weight multiplying )1(
iy  and θj 

is the threshold of unit j. The negative of threshold is defined to 
be the bias. 

IV. Experimentation Setup for Training and Performance 
Evaluation
In computer code we could represent this network as a C language 
program to adapt an artificial neural network so that its actual 
output (y) come close to some desired output (yd)for a training set 
which contains as variable “ntmax” patterns. The target is to adapt 
propagation of the network so that it performs well for pattern 
from outside the training set. We use a simple network design 
for medical diagnosis. Let us consider the components x[0][0] to 
x[ntmax][ni] so that there are “ntmax * ni” inputs to the network 
and y[0] to y[ntmax] outputs. The value “ntmax *ni“ decides how 
many neurons in the network, “net” represents the total level of 
existing a neuron and y[nt][k] represents the intensity of resulting  
output from the neuron or activation level. We assume the full 
range of allowed connections, simply for the sake of generality. 

Computer code in C Language to trained the Network:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{

double x[5][12],h[12][12],y[12],yd[12],dy[12],dh[12]
[12],net,whi[12][12],woh[12];
double xmax[65],xmin[65],ydmax[12],ydmin[12],e,dnet,dwhi[1
2][12],dwoh[12],diff;
int ni=12,ntmax=5,ncmax,nh,i,j,k,nt,nc;
float eta;
FILE *f,*ee,*o;
clrscr();
printf(“type no of iterations”);
scanf(“%d”,&ncmax);
printf(“type no. of hidden neurons”);
scanf(“%d”,&nh);
printf(“type value of learning rate”);
scanf(“%f”,&eta);
for(i=0;i<=ni;++i)
for(j=0;j<=nh;++j)
whi[i][j]=0;
for(i=0;i<=ni;++i)
woh[i]=0;
f=fopen(“data1”,”r”);
o=fopen(“out”,”w”);
ee=fopen(“error”,”w”);
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
fscanf(f,”%ld”,&yd[nt]);
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
for(i=0;i<=ni;++i)
fscanf(f,”%ld”,&x[nt][i]);
for(nc=0;nc<=ncmax;++nc)
{
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
{
for(j=0;j<=nh;++j)
{
net=0.0;
for(i=0;i<=ni;++i)
net+=whi[j][i]*x[nt][i];
h[nt][j]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-net));
}
}for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
{net=0;
for(j=1;j<=nh;++j)
net+=woh[j]*h[nt][j];
y[nt]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-net));
}
e=0.0;
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
{
dnet=y[nt]-yd[nt];
e+=0.5*pow(dnet,2);
dy[nt]=dnet*y[nt]*(1.0-y[nt]);
}
printf(“nc=%d,e=......%f”,nc,e);
fprintf(ee,”%d%f\n”,nc,e);
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
for(j=0;j<=nh;++j)
{
dnet=0.0;
dnet+=dy[nt]*woh[j];
dh[nt][j]=dnet*h[nt][j]*(1.0-h[nt][j]);
}
for(i=0;i<=nh;++i)
for(j=0;j<=ni;++j)
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{
dwhi[i][j]=0.0;
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
dwhi[i][j]+=x[nt][j]*dh[nt][i];
}
for(j=0;j<=nh;++j)
{
dwoh[j]=0.0;
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
dwoh[j]+=h[nt][j]*dy[nt];
}
for(i=0;i<=ni;i++)
for(j=0;j<=nh;j++)
whi[j][i]-=eta*dwhi[j][i];
for(j=0;j<=nh;++j)
woh[j]-=eta*dwoh[j];
}
printf(“\n observed value \t calculated value \t difference”);
fprintf(o,”\n observed value \t calculated value \t difference”);
for(nt=0;nt<=ntmax;++nt)
{
diff=0.0;
diff=yd[nt]-y[nt];
printf(“\n%f\t%f\t%f”,yd[nt],y[nt],diff);
fprintf(o,”\n %f\t %f\t %f”,yd[nt],y[nt],diff);
}fclose(f);
getch();
}

V. Result & Conclusion
The proposed artificial neural network techniques has been 
implemented to have short term diagnosis of heart disease. We 
have considered the indirect relation of various parameters for time 
series data and presume that their relations are time invariant. The 
motivation of the study is to diagnose the heart disease, data are 
collected through various sampling techniques and obtained the 
diagnostic result through ANN using back propagation algorithm. 
A network requires information only on the input variable for 
diagnostic system. As values on test data are comparatively less 
the diagnostic model is reliable. The availability of data have 
tremendous amount of imprecision and uncertainty due to test 
reports of the patients are based on   involvement of different 
electronic and mechanical equipments. Network performance 
could have been further improved by providing more training 
data. Moreover the considered connectionist models are robust, 
capable of handling the approximate data and therefore should 
be more reliable in worse situation. Optimal result will depend 
on the selection of parameters which is based on test results and 
symptoms of the patients. It is evident through the study that neural 
network model is even suitable over human diagnostic systems. 
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